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The WS10 Web Server is targeted at the acquisition and 
transmission of data. It is capable of  integrating 
instruments and sensors to the Internet and ethernet . The 
WS10 comprises an ethernet interface, the TCP/IP 
protocol, 2 serial communication ports, 2 relay outputs and 
4 analog or digital inputs.

The inputs for data acquisition can be either the built-in 
analog and digital inputs or any inputs from the external 
equipments connected to the WS10 through the RS485 
interface (Modbus protocol).

Data transfer can be accomplished through the ethernet 
interface or modem (mobile or conventional) using ordinary 
Internet resources, such as the internet browser, e-mail 
and TCP connection.

Periodic data send to a remote computer

Recording periodically historical data in a computer is another 
WS10 function. The value of the monitored variables are stored in 
the WS10 and periodically sent to any computer accessible to the 
Webserver, by ethernet or Internet (using a conventional or a 
mobile modem), where they are received in a TCP connection 
and stored in a place and format defined by the user 

Example of application: The WS10 counts the pulses from 
the water, gas or energy totalizer devices and sends the data 
periodically through the Internet by means of a GPRS mobile 
modem to the computer responsible for generating the bill. 

 Monitoring processes using Internet browser

The data (from the Webserver analog and digital inputs or from 
the instruments in the the MODBUS network) is presented as a 
dynamic HTML page, available to any computer on the network  
using a standard Internet browser  (Netscape, Internet Explorer, 
etc). 

When the Webserver ethernet port is connected to the company’s 
intranet, then any computer in the intranet gains access to the 
Webserver (password protected) to read and write data do it.

For remote applications, the WS10 connected to a conventional 
or mobile modem answers a phone call from a dial-up connection 
and presents the HTML page to the Internet browser of the 
computer that originated the call, making possible (and easy)  the 
monitoring of remote  processes.

Example of application: The  WS10 connected to the Novus 
RHT transmitter measures temperature and humidity. Connected 
to the ethernet, temperature and humidity values can be seen by 
any computer within the company.

STANDARD APPLICATIONS

In this application, the WS10 monitors the signals on its inputs 
and on the instruments in the Modbus network and confronts 
them against user defined preset limits. In the case of an 
unexpected condition is detected, the Webserver automatically 
sends e-mails to a mailing list. E-mails are sent through ethernet 
or modem. Messages sent to mobile phones can be done by e-
mail (depending on the routing service provided by the mobile 
phone operator) or directly by a mobile modem connected 
directly to the Ws10.

Example of application: The WS10 monitors the level of 
storage tanks and notifies the responsible for stock 
replacement when the minimum level is reached

http://192.168.200.200
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SCADA + Ethernet process supervision

A network of instruments communicating in the Modbus protocol 
can be easily and efficiently controlled by a SCADA software 
making use of the protocol Modbus TCP over the Ethernet bus.  
The WS10  works as a converter and as a temporary data storage 
(concentrator). Through the RS485 interface, the WS10 monitors 
continuously the instruments in the Modbus RTU bus, keeping 
the data in local memory available to immediate access from the 
Ethernet side.  All variables may be read of written in blocks 
through a single ModbusTCP block command, increasing the 
efficiency of the communication with the SCADA software, as 
opposed to ordinary Modbus RTU/TCP converters which don’t 
embed the concentrator capability. 

Application example: A group of instruments with Modbus RTU 
protocol are connected to a RS485 bus. The WS10 acting as a 
master to the Modbus RTU network, monitors continuously  the 
variables configured in the application. Connected to the 
corporate Ethernet, the WS10 will serve ModbusTCP requests 
(reads and writes) to any SCADA workstation that have access to 
the LAN
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General
- SMPS  85 to 264Vca / 50-60Hz / 4VA max.
- Ambient conditions: 0 a 55°C,  35% to 85% Relative Humidity, 

non condensing.
-  ABS Housing for DIN Rail 35mm.

Communication interfaces
- Two asynchronous serial interfaces with 6-pin RJ11 connector. 

Options:
       RS232 for external modem

Optically isolated RS485 interface with Modbus RTU 
protocol (master or slave)

V34+ ou V90 internal modem

Ethernet 10 base T,  Rj45 connector. 
- Protocols: TCP/IP, PPP client and server), HTTP, FTP, SMTP, 
DHCP, Modbus TCP.

Other configurations, please contact.

Inputs
-  Four inputs, configurable as:

Digital inputs for counting voltage pulses or dry contacts, 
with totalizer for flow measurements. 
0- 5V , 0-20mA  or  4-20mA  analog inputs
Resolution: 1024 levels(10 bits) for 0-5V and 0-20mA; 800 
levels for 4-20mA.

 Accuracy: better than 0,3% of input full scale range.

 Input impedance: >1MΩ for 0-5V, , 230Ω  for current.

 Pull-up resistor for digital inputs: 10KΩ / +5V.

-  Possible input types combination: 

4 digital inputs

1 analog and 3 digital inputs

2 analog and 2 digital inputs

4 analog inputs

Outputs
-  2  SPST 250V/3A relays, resistive load.

Real time clock
-  Optional
-  Internal Lithium battery (CR2032) keeps date and hour for 10 

years in the absence of mains power

 Compact Flash memory expansion
-  Optional
- Standard Compact Flash connector for memory cards up to 

1GB.
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